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Overview

Purpose – Understanding the construct of

Information System (IS) success or

effectiveness is critically valuable for the

decisions, investment and management of

the Information Systems. User Information

Satisfaction (UIS) is a major construct to

measure IS effectiveness. The focus of this

research is to identify and define the critical

variables that help to achieve UIS to help

organizations to develop and measure user

satisfaction efficiently towards supporting

information system decisions.

Findings – This paper proposes a extension

to D&M model presented in that highlights

the four categories of user satisfaction

variables: Perceived Benefits, User

Background, User Behavior, and

Organizational Attitude.

Originality/value – The constructs of user

satisfaction are emphasized by this research

that will help organizations to narrow their

focus towards the development, investment

of information systems and measurement of

the information systems success.

User Information Satisfaction Review and Models

For decades, DeLone and

McLean reviewed the

empirical research in IS and

proposed a widely used

D&M model of IS [1-3]

consisting of the six

constructs: Systems Quality,

Information Quality,

Service Quality, User

Satisfaction, Use, and Net

Benefits.

In our comprehensive review we identified additional 4 constructs and 10 independent

variables that affect user satisfaction:
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IS Model Extension

Our research findings suggest a particular importance of the User Satisfaction construct.

For one, the usual goal of an information system is to provide the user with both: useful

information, tools, and interfaces and a pleasant experience that encourages continuous

use.

On the other hand, the complex nature of how

users behave and considering conscious and

unconscious behavioral elements, patterns and

routines that largely depend on the particular mind

set at a particular moment, which unpredictably

influences measurement, further complicate

proper design and use of information systems.

User involvement and participation were found to

significantly improve specific service features.

The implementation of in-house and in-depth

business process planning and continuous

feedback cycles tend to result in creative use and

development of in-house technology and gradual

improvement of subsequent information systems.

The success of user integration on the other hand

is limited to what users know and can imagine of

what they want and need and their knowledge

about what is a reasonable expectation of what

technology delivers. It is of decisive importance to

realize that a user-centric approach is critical for

improving the cost/benefit ration of information

systems.

The core tangible value information systems contribute to the net benefit of an organization is the reduction of time an user must commit to

fulfill a task . Value can be created, for example, by reducing steps in an information process, access to up to date useful information, providing

the relevant tools with precise and efficient features that allow proper execution, and intuitive design to eliminate costly training and failure

corrections. Automated time measurements and analysis of user behavior that results in implementable action items will define IS success.


